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Society: Book Reviews

BOOK REVIEWS
Three Voyages. By René Laudonnière. Translated with an introduction and notes by Charles E. Bennett. (Gainesville: The
University Presses of Florida, 1975. xxii, 232 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, preface, illustrations, map, appendixes,
notes, index. $10.00.)
This handsome volume fills a gap in primary historical sources
on a relatively little-known episode in the European exploration
and settlement of America. Charles Bennett’s graceful translation
of René Laudonnière’s eyewitness report of French attempts to
colonize sixteenth-century Florida provides the first publication
in modern English of the principal French account of their
failure. It rates with the previous excellent translations of Spanish and other French accounts of the exploration and conquest
of Florida.
Portraits of leading characters, photographs, maps, and drawings attractively illustrate the book. Among four bonus appendixes, previously unpublished pertinent material, one depicting plant life and Laudonnière’s own description of the flora and
fauna should interest naturalists. Laudonnière’s portrayal of the
land and aborigines is of value to geographers and anthropologists. Thorough annotation features the work. Bennett’s excellent introduction furnishes ample historical background.
However, some interpretive assertions are questionable: Considering reports of earlier expeditions, including de Soto’s,
Narváez’s, and Luna’s, a letter from Fort Caroline hardly was
“the first eyewitness account by a European of what is now the
United States.” Further, regardless of proclaimed French motives
for establishing Fort Caroline, denying it as a base for piracy,
French “luteranos” in Spanish Florida, flanking the route of the
treasure fleets to Spain, sufficed for Spanish alarm. Finally,
Bennett asserts that “Laudonnière’s account deserves to stand
alone.” Though generally candid, it also is Laudonnière’s vindication of his leadership in the debacle. Hence, reports of other
participants also should be weighed for balance. For clarification,
authoritative classification of the northeast Florida Indians as
subgroups of the internally-warring Timucuan division should
dispel seeming confusion about their designation.
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Detracting from his objectivity, Laudonnière rationalizes
French imposition on Florida’s Indians for “the public good”
while decrying “tyrannical and cruel conquest.” He was against
military measures “except when . . . [natives] do not want to pay
attention to their obligations . . . so beneficial to them,” i.e., the
profits and influence of the colonizers. Laudonnière also reported, without question, 250-year-old Indians.
René Laudonnière does not emerge as a strong leader in his
account. A military commander, he permitted his men to vote
against him at critical times. They also disobeyed him, sometimes with his reluctant acquiescence. Though Jean Ribault
commanded the French during the Spanish conquest, Laudonnière commanded weakened Fort Caroline while Ribault attempted a sea-borne attack against St. Augustine. Laudonnière’s
lax guard enabled the Spaniards to surprise his garrison. In fairness, France inadequately supported Laudonnière. Feeble French
efforts to sustain themselves led to their defeat by Florida’s
formidable geography and aborigines, helping Menéndez render
his coup de grâce.
The above criticisms do not lessen the essential value of
Bennett’s augmented translation, a welcome addition to our
available knowledge of early America.
Seattle, Washington

ROBERT A. MATTER

The Florida Experience: Land and Water Policy in a Growth
State. By Luther J. Carter. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1974. xvi, 355 pp. Preface, introduction, figures, illustrations, notes, epilogue, index. $15.00.)
If possible, I would oblige every resident of Florida to read
The Florida Experience. My purpose would not be to entertain
him, nor to give him an escape from it all, nor to enable him to
read himself to sleep, but to force him to look squarely at the
historical abuse of this environment and at Florida’s possible
futures.
The degradation of the Florida environment by Man, told
as a consecutive historical narrative, will jolt the dullest, most
self-centered sensibility. It was accelerated following World War
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II, and it has resulted so far in the erosion of one-quarter of our
beaches and the eutrophication of most of our large lakes. It has
sucked down the water level in the aquifer in certain phosphate
areas by fifty or more feet in the last twenty years.
But the most harmful destruction came earlier. It was in the
form of draining in the Everglades area to produce agricultural
lands. To finance this the state issued bonds, and to support
them, wantonly sold its one asset, the public lands. It sold Hamilton Disston 4,000,000 acres and more at twenty-five cents an acre,
much of it ecologically-sensitive land, although no one at the
time realized how sensitive it was. Barron Collier was able to
create a county and dominate it, because he owned seventy per
cent of the land in it, also ecologically sensitive. Earlier still in
the nineteenth century, Florida had wantonly donated lands to
railroad enterprisers.
Dade County has a sewage disposal problem of such magnitude that it will require hundreds of millions of dollars to solve
it, if at all. The Kissimmee River was not finally converted into
a drainage ditch until the present decade, but this operation is
generally recognized to have been mistaken and to be irreversible.
Too often local governments have responded to special interests
without regard to the quality of life within their jurisdictions.
At present there are 450 of them, and even if they act primarily
in the public interest, they pull in many opposite directions, for
they operate under no broad statewide policy.
Luther Carter does not leave the reader wholly mired in the
Slough of Despond. He informs you that there are still 700,000
acres of prime estuarian habitat in the state, and 900,000 acres in
citrus trees (providing three-quarters of all citrus grown in the
United States). South Florida is of course the critical area, and he
says that it need not run out of fresh water if someone will make
the right choices. He does not conceal the difficulty of those
choices. Collier County, for instance, will encounter a shortage of
water by the year 2000, unless it uses fully all its ground water.
The first requirement to save the environment, the author
says, was to end Pork Chop rule. This was achieved by 1967.
Since that time Florida has been a good example to other states.
1970 was a fine year for the Florida environment, largely due to
the teamwork of private environmental societies and politicians
with vision. Governor Reubin Askew called a conference in 1971
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on the management of water in South Florida. Reconstruction
began with it. In 1972 the legislature passed a farsighted Land
and Water Management Act, which provided money to buy endangered lands and to set aside recreational lands, and it laid
down guidelines for areas which were a critical concern because
threatened with irreparable damage. By 1974 reliable polls indicated that seventy-two per cent of the voters in Florida wanted
the state’s resources under firm centralized control.
Carter’s recommendations for survival are built on the
premise that “Florida as the only subtropical region of the continental United States is . . . unique in its natural and esthetic
endowment” (p. 318). Can any of us disagree? It follows then
that we must strive to preserve Florida’s uniqueness not only for
ourselves but for the 25,000,000 tourists who visit here each year.
We need them. Carter says there must be growth, and there can
be, but it has to be kept out of areas which will break down
under it, and steered into those which can accommodate it. All
this requires a long-range state-wide policy. Such a policy in turn
can be developed only if the citizens accept nature as a partner
instead of, in Howard Odum’s words, seeming determined to
crowd it out and/or pave it over. Another condition necessary to
such a policy is a change in our attitude toward the land. It is
not a commodity. It must be the basis for community. If the
people of Florida will act as a community, sometimes sacrificing
private gain for common good, they can have their Florida and
pass it on to coming generations. But if they rely upon what
Adam Smith called the “invisible hand” to regulate our steps
toward the future, then the end of Florida as a unique environment, indeed as a livable environment, is not far off.
University of Florida

JOHN K. MAHON

John James Tigert: American Educator. By George Coleman
Osborn. (Gainesville: The University Presses of Florida, 1974.
xvi, 544 pp. Foreword, preface, acknowledgments, notes, bibliography of Tigert’s publications, general bibliography, index. $15.00.)
The subject of this big book was a big man, physically and
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intellectually. A son of a member of the Vanderbilt University
faculty and a grandson of Bishop Holland N. McTyeire, one of
the three men who founded that institution, John J. Tigert grew
up in a stimulating milieu. He attended Webb School, a superior
preparatory school, and was an outstanding student and athlete
at Vanderbilt. After his graduation he went to Oxford as a
Rhodes Scholar. There he followed a pattern of study and travel
long established by young Americans who went abroad.
On his return from Europe in 1907 Tigert joined the faculty
of Missouri Central Methodist College, beginning a fifty-four
year career in education. Two years later he became president of
Kentucky Wesleyan College, and in 1911 he went to the University of Kentucky where he taught philosophy and demonstrated his interest in athletics and his unusual ability as a coach.
Here, in 1916, he began his long and influential work in regional
and national athletic associations.
During World War I Tigert served in Europe with the
Y.M.C.A. and the Educational Corps of the A.E.F. He returned
to Lexington in 1919 as professor of psychology. He broadened
both his experience and his contacts in the next two years, and
in 1921 he was appointed United States Commissioner of Education, the youngest man to hold that position up to that time. He
attacked educational problems with enthusiasm and energy. In
1922-1923, for example, he travelled 55,000 miles and delivered
scores of speeches eloquently pleading for greater public support
of education. In 1924 he was even more active, going almost
60,000 miles, giving 150 addresses, and publishing thirty-five
articles. With remarkable prescience, he proposed the establishment of a cabinet position, the Department of Education, Health,
and Welfare.
In 1928 Tigert became president of the University of Florida,
a post in which he was to make his greatest contribution to
higher education. He found a struggling institution, a small
faculty, an inadequate physical plant, and a heavy emphasis on
athletics. As Commissioner of Education Tigert had been troubled by a widespread tendency toward overemphasis on athletics,
excessive competition, and threats to amateurism. By 1921 he
warned the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association that if
the colleges did not act forcefully, intercollegiate competition in
athletics would die— a sentiment echoed by Chancellor James H.
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Kirkland of Vanderbilt who, with many other educators, shared
Tigert’s concern. In 1932 Tigert endorsed the organization of
the Southeastern Conference, and in 1943 he was elected its
president. He boldly attacked the prevalent pattern of subsidization of athletes and proposed a system of controlled athletic
scholarships, a plan which was adopted by the Conference and
later by the National Intercollegiate Athletic Association.
Early in his career at Florida Tigert realized that the rate of
failure among freshmen was far too high. Overcoming heavy
faculty opposition, he divided the college into upper and lower
divisions. The curriculum of the first two years consisted of comprehensive courses, all required— Man and the Social World, Man
and the Biological World, Man and the Physical World, Written
and Spoken English, and the Humanities. Despite initial skepticism and criticism the General College (later University College) was a success, earning wide approbation for the University
of Florida and its president.
George Osborn skillfully analyzes the manifold and complex
problems which confronted Tigert— lack of financial support and
public understanding of the nature of higher education and its
relationship to economic and social progress, and, especially after
World War II, an overcrowded campus. But Tigert was indefatigable and persuasive. When he retired he could be proud
of a university with a sound curriculum, a Graduate School, a
School of Forestry, a College of Business Administration, a College of Law, and an enrollment of over 7,000.
Tigert, like many of his colleagues, felt the strains involved
in attempting to maintain high academic standards while fending off over-zealous advocates of semi-professional athletics. In
his case the struggle was especially poignant, for “Long John”
Tigert, captain of the football team at Vanderbilt, all-Southern
half-back, champion punter, and successful coach, author of the
athletic scholarship program, Phi Beta Kappa student, and
Rhodes Scholar, probably was the only college president ever to
be elected to the football Hall of Fame.
Professor Osborn has examined an impressive man of material and has told his story in great detail, perhaps excessively
so. There are a few errors; e.g., Bishop McTyeire was not presi-
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dent of Vanderbilt University, but they do not seriously mar this
biography of an important figure in American education.
Vanderbilt University

HENRY L. SWINT

Land from the Sea: The Geologic Story of South Florida. By
John Edward Hoffmeister. (Coral Gables: University of
Miami Press, 1974. 143 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, maps,
illustrations, tables, selected bibliography, index. $7.95.)
This book is not an introduction to the geological history,
formations, and topography of South Florida as is claimed. It is
based largely upon the author’s research on the carbonate rocks
and deposits in the area of Miami and the Florida Keys. If one
is interested in oolitic limestone, bryozoa, and corals then this is
the book to read, but surely there is more to South Florida than
this. The emergence of South Florida from beneath the sea began
in the Paleozoic. Its long and fascinating history as interpreted
from the underlying strata is not considered in this slim volume.
No doubt the best exposed record of the last cycle of emergence
of Florida during the Ice Age is on the Caloosahatchee River
near La Belle. This is not mentioned. In fact, only 110 lines of
text are devoted to the southwestern portion of Florida and this
is a discussion of the Ten Thousand Islands. Even here the
author neglects to discuss the fascinating oyster islands such as
Chokoloskee and the worm reef islands such as Rabbit Key.
Possibly we can forgive these oversights. However, it is impossible
to recommend a popularly-written book that specifically neglects
the area of Cape Sable and the Everglades National Park.
University of Florida

H. K. BROOKS

The European Discovery of America: The Southern Voyages,
A. D. 1492-1616. By Samuel Eliot Morison. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974. xvii, 758 pp. Preface, illustrations,
bibliography and notes, list of illustrations, maps, index.
$17.50.)
All aboard for a joyous trip of exploration and discovery.
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There will be storms and calms, mutinies and massacre, contemplation, celebration, observation, explanation, and even
revelation. The trip includes departures and arrivals from around
the coast of South America and along the Pacific up to Nova
Albion, following the sun as it passes over the western empire
of the Iberian crowns. With Admiral Morison as skipper and
guide over the vast seas of paper, across or along with the tides
and currents of documentation, neither the waves of fashionable
argument will drown you, nor the calms of silent records drive
you to despair. Through all, he will make you taste to the full
the triumph and tragedy (of the first discoverer of America,
chapter V) and you will persevere by the rules of “A Mariner’s
Day” (chapter VIII).
The Southern Voyages is the title of the second volume of
The European Discovery of America, complementary to the
Northern Voyages published in 1971. For readers of Admiral
Morison’s prior work there need be neither recommendation
nor explanation. Who would forego the pleasure of repeating
so rewarding an experience as joining his crew? And who could
be left incurious about his exploration of knotty problems or
want to miss his leads to new evidence? His spirit of continued
probing is legendary and many a point of controversy is discussed in text and notes. The grand story is as grand and well
told as one expects with many a new tale and detail added.
Where the book repeats, one is grateful for the encore; where it
adds, one is surprised. There are new names in the crew which
makes up the fellow explorers in Admiral Morison’s notes.
Opinions he has stated on other occasions, in articles, reviews, or
prior works, have produced echoes which he now records and
assesses.
Among the popular controversies rank the dispute over the
intent of Cabral’s voyage, the route from Atlantic to Pacific, and
the landfalls of Magellan, as well as the scene of his last fight,
the location of Drake’s Bay, and the genuineness of Drake’s
Plate. These are only the best known of the disputes which are
discussed in the appended notes. Lest someone omit reading these
because of their apparently technical nature, let him be forewarned that some of the most entertaining stories are hidden in
them. The book covers beyond Drake, the voyages of Sarmiento
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de Gamboa, of Thomas Cavendish and of Schouten and Le
Maire.
Admiral Morison is a guide, not in search of himself but of
the world which the explorers sought and which surrounds us.
He bursts upon it with unquencheable thirst for adventure and
infectuous enthusiasm to register everything he perceives with
all five senses, and he puts it down with a sixth sense of what to
choose and how to phrase it for maximum effect. He finds his
friends in the past age of sail as he does in this of power and
flight and archival exploration as well. Paper record, picture
camera, and drawing pencil are made to serve his exacting demands to aid the imagination of the wanderer and to illustrate
his argument for the stay-at-home.
The Southern Voyages represents a chance for new readers to
discover Admiral Morison— author, traveler, naval person, and
American treasure. To those who know his works beyond reconnaissance there is much to explore.
University of Arizona

URSULA LAMB

In Defense of the Indians: The Defense of the Most Reverend
Lord, Don Fray Bartolomé de Las Casas, of the Order of
Preachers, Late Bishop of Chiapa, Against the Persecutors and
Slanderers of the Peoples of the New World Discovered Across
the Seas. Edited by Stafford Poole. (DeKalb: Northern Illinois
University Press, 1974. xx, 385 pp. Preface, notes, illustrations, translator’s commentary. $25.00.)
All Mankind is One: A Study of the Disputation Between Bartolomé de las Casas and Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda in 1550 on
the Intellectual and Religious Capacity of the American Indians. By Lewis Hanke. (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1974. xvi, 205 pp. Explanations and acknowledgments, illustrations, notes, summation, appendices, bibliography, index. $15.00.)
These two volumes complement the Lascasian studies collected and translated under the editorship of Juan Friede and
Benjamin Keen, Bartolomé de las Casas in History: Toward an
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Understanding of the Man and His Work, published in 1971 by
Northern Illinois University Press and reviewed in this journal
(LI, January 1973, pp. 318-21). They continue that press’ joint
commitment to specialization in Las Casas and to the values of
superior bookmaking. Their cost is fully merited. Certainly
Lascasians everywhere will welcome the first translation into
English of Las Casas’s Apologia, or Defense, against the assertions of Sepúlveda at Valladolid in 1550 that the aboriginal populations of the New World should be considered as natural slaves
and that Spanish arms had Gospel sanction to coerce them to
submit to Christianity.
For almost as many years as Spain had colonized American
lands her countrymen had debated whether the Indians possessed sufficient “capacity” to become Christians and to govern
themselves. Some, like Sepúlveda— humanist, chronicler, confessor of the emperor, philosopher, and theologian— argued that
the Indians were an inferior race, perhaps less than human, and
that armed force was justified in overcoming their opposition to
the preaching of Christianity by missionaries. Sepúlveda was not
reluctant to propose that, “War on the infidels is justified because
it opens the way to the propagation of the Christian religion and
eases the task of the missionaries.” Other Spaniards, clerical and
lay, took the view first expressed in a famous sermon given on
Hispaniola in 1511 by Dominican Father Antonio de Montesinos
(who would come to La Florida fifteen years later with the illfated expedition of Vázquez de Ayllón), that the Indians were
fully developed human beings, possessing all the same rights and
dignities as those claimed by Spaniards. “Are these Indians not
men?” Fray Antonio asked. “Do they not have rational souls?”
One of those who responded in the affirmative was fellow
Dominican Las Casas, himself an encomendero with Indian
slaves.
From 1514 until his death in 1566, Las Casas devoted his
talents and energies to the vindication of Indian rights. In large
measure due to his efforts, new laws governing treatment of the
Indians were promulgated in 1542. Three years later, however,
the laws that would have phased out the encomienda system were
revoked, and the Spaniards opened the Indian question anew.
The bitterness of the ensuing controversy led Charles V to
suspend all conquests in the New World until a specially ap-
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pointed “Council of Fourteen,” composed of theologians and
jurists, should decide whether the methods of conquest were
just— surely a remarkable moment in history, probably unparalleled before or since. At Valladolid the Council took up the
question: Is it lawful for the King of Spain to wage war on the
Indians, before preaching the faith to them, in order to subject
them to his rule, so that afterward they may be more easily instructed in the faith? Sepúlveda spoke for three hours at the
opening session. Las Casas spoke for the Indians on the second
day. The debate went on for five days, until the Council could
bear no more. And the results were inconclusive; indeed, the
records of the Council’s proceedings have not come to light.
Sepúlveda’s arguments are known to us from the carefully collated edition of his presentation published by the Latinist Angel
Losada, Democrates segundo o de las justas causas de la guerra
contra los indios (Madrid, 1951). Now Stafford Poole gives Las
Casas’s counter-arguments, translated for the first time into English from the Latin manuscript of the Apologia, preserved in
manuscript form in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. (Losada
has prepared a Spanish translation, but no notice has come of its
publication.) Poole took on a task already begun by a member of
the Dominican Order, but the final result is entirely his own, and
a workmanlike job it is. The work has few faults that a reviewer
can notice not having before him the original Latin text. The
only real howler is Poole’s report that the Spaniards came into
the Americas “shooting rifles” (p. 298), when in fact they employed smoothbore weapons.
The translation is accompanied by a separate volume of commentary and bibliographical interpretation by the celebrated
Lascasista, Lewis Hanke. Las Casas’s published output was prodigious: apart from the present Defense, and some works that
have been lost, five large volumes are required to print only his
works written in Spanish. It may seem that as much has been
written about Las Casas by the eminent Dr. Hanke, who promises
that, “This is my last publication on Las Casas, as the time has
come for me to turn to other projects long postponed.” If Hanke
can say, as he does here, that Las Casas’s many works “might lead
one to the conclusion that in reality he was always composing the
same treatise,” longtime readers of Hanke might be led to say
the same about him. To be fair, this volume is his best. It does
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rehearse material contained in his own and other studies, but it
also produces new data and new interpretations which further
enhance both Hanke’s reputation as a scholar and Las Casas’s
place as a man for the ages. The reader resonates completely to
his conclusion: “It is certainly clear today that inasmuch as his
argument against Sepúlveda focused on one of the overriding
themes of the modern world— the relations between peoples of
different customs, capability, color, religion, and values— the Defense stands out starkly as one of the fundamental positions on
the bitter and continuing conflicts that divide mankind.”
University of Florida

MICHAEL V. GANNON

Library of Congress Symposia on the American Revolution,
Leadership in the American Revolution, Papers presented at
the third symposium, May 9 and 10, 1974. (Washington: Library of Congress, 1974. ix, 135 pp. Introduction, notes.
$4.50.)
These five papers summarize existing information and suggest viewpoints. There are some underlying ideas in most of
them. Perhaps the most common idea is that Revolutionary
leaders came initially from the colonial gentry, often the lower
levels, and became more democratized as the war developed—
hardly a revolutionary idea in itself. The ease of social and
economic mobility in colonial America and rapid growth by mideighteenth century are also emphasized.
Alfred H. Kelly, in his look at political leadership points out
that the “American myth” of superiority was helped by a synthesis in the Revolutionary era between constitutionalism, the
Enlightenment, and rationalism. Constitutionalism, essentially
conservative, created some conflict with the other ideas, but Jeffersonian liberals were able to combine and balance the three.
The idea of the Declaration of Independence that the business
of government was to maintain the public good, perhaps a new
idea, was certainly emphasized in the Revolutionary era and
since. This essay considers the development of revolutionary
ideas and their use since.
Marcus Cunliffe in considering congressional leadership gives
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the conflicting ideas of the period and of modern scholars about
the Continental Congress. He points out the strengths and weaknesses of Congress and says that the basic question about its
leadership was if the United States was one nation or thirteen.
Cunliffe comes to no conclusions and shows inadequate understanding about the Congress.
Gordon S. Wood treats the democratization of the mind and
emphasizes the union of intellectual and political leadership.
Elitist leaders only had to appeal to their own class and could
be more frank than democratic leaders since. Thomas Paine’s
Common Sense was the best example of political writing aimed
at a mass audience, and this explains its very wide appeal. A
mass appeal made for an increase in all types of printed matter,
especially newspapers, and ended the political leadership of the
upper class.
Don Higginbotham discusses military leadership and points
out that the number of American officers from the gentry declined as the war progressed. Daniel Morgan is a prime example
of how ability without background could lead to success in the
Continental Army. Higginbotham emphasizes the fact that American commanders were not professionals, had considerable dealings with civilian officials, and did not create a permanent officer class.
Finally Bruce Mazlish in his look at the psychological dimensions of leadership shows inadequate knowledge about the
history of the period— it is not his specialty— but talks about the
American relationship to England as a child to his father/mother
and the psychological effects of this.
These essays should arouse serious thought on the part of the
readers. To this reviewer, the essays of Kelly and Wood offer the
most useful ideas.
University of Georgia

K ENNETH COLEMAN

Party Politics in the Continental Congress. By H. James Henderson. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1974. xv, 475
pp. Foreword, preface, introduction, notes, tables, epilogue,
bibliography, index. $15.00.)
James Henderson believes that the contributions of Congress
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during the American Revolution have been underestimated and
that to appreciate its achievements it is necessary to demonstrate
greater continuity between the Continental Congresses and their
successors. Apparently one way to do this is to demonstrate that
Congress before 1789 was more modern than generally believed;
the presence of partisan cleavages in the national politics of the
1770s and 1780s is proof of this fact. Unfortunately Henderson
set out not simply to explore the nature of those cleavages, but
rather to argue that there was a rudimentary legislative party
politics that can be usefully analyzed in terms of the later evolution of the American party system. To do this, he employed the
“powerful tool” of voting analysis, “in association with other
sources and modes of inquiry”— records of Congress, correspondence of delegates, and contemporary newspapers and
pamphlets.
It is probable, however, that most readers will be as puzzled
as enlightened by the exposition, for much of the argument is
less than explicit, and Henderson repeatedly appends reservations that leave one uncertain about what is actually claimed. It
is, moreover, a pity that his opening chapters are the weakest
ones, a fact that will undoubtedly lead many readers to lay the
book aside before they discover its substantial contributions. The
latter half of the book improves markedly, not only because the
voting data available are more substantial after 1777, but also
because Henderson gradually pays more attention to the sequence
of events (developing a more narrative and less severely analytical approach), and because those chapters were written and
added later to the early ones that formed the core of his 1963
Columbia University dissertation. Whatever the cause, it is clear
that the book. is better than appears on first glance and that if
one perseveres to 1789, the effort is well worth it.
Still, Party Politics and the Continental Congress is likely to
remain a reference work for specialists rather than a book read
by American Revolution buffs. And for this reason it is unfortunate that so many errors survived. E.g., neither General
Schuyler nor Cornwallis was named “George” (pp. 104, 247);
Congress fled to York, not Baltimore, in 1777 (p. 110); a Benjamin Harrison letter ought not be cited as the source for a Sam
Adams quotation (p. 109 n6); and contrary to explicit assertions,
both Patrick Henry and Silas Deane did attend the Second Con-
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gress (pp. 103, 189). The case of Deane is especially important,
for Henderson’s account of him is sadly deficient, the more so
because of the author’s failure to understand that Deane’s selection as agent abroad clearly derived from the reputation he
earned for diligence as a delegate during the Second Congress.
And it is curious that many important works, particularly doctoral dissertations, are ignored— a defect especially distressing in
cases such as Henderson’s controversial claim that Gouverneur
Morris worked to obtain Franklin’s recall from France in order to
obtain a post abroad himself, a claim supported by no tangible
evidence and mentioned in neither Mary-Jo Kline’s excellent
Columbia dissertation nor Max Mintz’s published study of Morris
during the Revolutionary era.
Yet many of Henderson’s conclusions are valid, and the materials he presents to support them deserve careful consideration.
“It was the administration of public finance rather than the
philosophy behind it that had the greatest impact upon congressional politics” (p. 218); the periodization of partisan shifts is
skilfully developed (p. 350); and, in general, events from the
“Nationalist Dilemma” to the “Crisis of the Confederation,”
from 1781 to 1788, are thoughtfully and fruitfully analyzed. If
he finally fails in applying his approach uniformly to the entire
period from 1774 to 1789, the difficulty lies less with the author
than with the disparateness of the events and experiences he
attempts to analyze, and one must finally conclude that Henderson’s effort to clarify the meaning of congressional politics during
the Revolution merits considerable admiration.
Library of Congress

PAUL H. SMITH

The New Country: A Social History of the American Frontier,
1776-1890. By Richard A. Bartlett. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974. vi, 487 pp. Preface, maps, illustrations,
notes, bibliographical essay, index. $15.95.)
From the outset it should be noted that this is a different
treatment of the frontier from that given in other social histories.
The spirit of this book is one of a broad sweeping movement
westward which generated varied human reactions. In fact it is
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this spirit which holds the eight topographical groupings together in a loose kinship. Ignoring chronology, the author treats
the elements of the frontier as if they had social bearings on the
essential facts of the settlement of the continent.
No one will quarrel with Professor Bartlett about the myths
of “tracklessness,” of the “unknown” continent prior to the
European invasion, or the invincibility, or lack of it, of the
Indian. There were so many trails criss-crossing the land in 1776
that even the Indians and the buffalo had need of directional
signs. The “unknown continent” has long given a romantic
dimension to pioneering, and the invincibility of the Indian
theory refutes the facts of history.
In dealing with the various phases of the westward movement
the reader is kept ever conscious of the forces of expansion involving its various ingredients of overall results rather than the
precise details of how it happened. In comparison with other
works of comparable length, remarkably few local details find
their way into the chapters. The author may be concerned with
what had happened in the localities along the way, but his aim
is to show the collective effects of the happenings. This is also
true in his treatment of personalities; the westward movement
is viewed more in terms of broad human progressions rather than
in those of individual heroics. By comparison Bartlett is sparing
in his treatment of the westward movement in terms of its personal victories, real and imagined. His humanity appears
largely in terms of national and international groups and in the
process of intermixing. The frontier people are cast against a
vast and highly variegated panorama, which like one of the
early western “roll” paintings extends the pattern with the
passing scenes.
In an extensive grouping of chapters treating agriculture
there are basic discussions of the way of agrarian life as adapted
to the use of methods and tools at hand. Both the spread of the
American farm and its adaptations to regional, environmental,
and soil conditions are treated in continuity. Again without
burdening the chapters with the local and technological details, the author gives a sense of the evolution of western farming as it emerged from a vast trial and error procedure; but
more than this, the unfolding agricultural pattern on virgin
land challenged American mechanical ingenuity. Bartlett suc-
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cessfully intermixes the human, technological, and evolutionary
facts with considerable skill. More precisely, farming on the
frontier in the decades prior to 1890 was as much a way of
American social life as an economic fact. It was when this way
was challenenged or endangered by the rise of the machine and
the industrial city that it became an uneasy course of life.
In his section “New Country Society,” the author deals not
only with the processes of human relationships on the land, with
competitive and restrictive forces, with internal family relationships, but with society in its larger and maturing relationships to
an age of expanded nationalism and economic change.
A final grouping of chapters deals with social expansion of the
frontier in terms of the rise of cities and towns which inevitably
grew out of the exploitation of the land and its resources. In the
growing importance of the urban centers, humanity underwent
changes in social and moral reactions. Here again Bartlett fits
the American into a broad context in which the frontiersman
and his institutions responded to economic and geographical
pressures which made the growth of urban centers a major fact
in national history. The city appears as an institutional handmaiden to the westward movement and the enlarged nationalization of the continent rather than as an independent historical
fact.
This is a book which has to be read through to gather its full
meaning. The absence of treatment of political history at times
leaves a void in giving it full meaning. This same thing is true
of the economic aspects of the frontier. These omissions might
tend to give the uninitiated reader a one-sided view of the westward movement. Perhaps the topical treatment in the eight
chapter groupings robs the reader of both a sense of continuity
and of chronological relationships.
This text clearly reveals the fact that the author is a
thoughtful, well-read scholar who judiciously digested his materials. If his extensive bibliography reflects his own reading experience he has an excellent sense of the literature of the westward movement. Bartlett writes in a bold, straight-forward manner, never hesitating to make appraisals of the westward movement in its various social aspects. Clearly he has established the
westward movement and its various backwashes as a formative
fact in American history. I could not refrain from speculating on
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what I will do with this book in connection with a course in
frontier history; I will want students to read it as a highly
sophisticated overview of what happened in a major phase of
the human frontier advance.
Eastern Kentucky University

THOMAS D. CLARK

Allies For Freedom: Blacks and John Brown. By Benjamin
Quarles. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974. xiv, 244
pp. Preface, acknowledgments, illustrations, bibliographical
note, notes, index. $7.95.)
In 1906 members of the Niagara movement, a black civil
rights organization, held their annual meeting at Harpers Ferry,
West Virginia. Harpers Ferry was selected as the meeting place
so the members could spend an entire day paying tribute to John
Brown who had become a legend among blacks even before he
went to the gallows. At six in the morning Brown’s admirers
left the convention site, Storer College, to make a pilgrimage to
the “fort” where Brown had surrendered. As the marchers approached their destination they forked a single file procession,
led by Owen M. Waller, a Brooklyn physician. Defying stubble
and stone, Waller removed his shoes and proceeded barefoot as
if walking on holy ground. Fifty years later black American’s
were still honoring John Brown. Malcolm X speaking to nonviolent white-liberals said, “if you are for me and my problems
then you must be willing to do as old John Brown did.” H. Rap
Brown described John Brown as “the only white man I could
respect and he is dead.” John Brown has remained the most enduring white hero in the black community.
This book needed doing, and Professor Quarles has done it
well. He has dissolved myth into reality, and the reality is an
important contribution to black American history. It is a perceptive and compassionate examination of Brown’s ties to the
antebellum black community and a description of Brown’s legacy
among blacks. While Brown remains an enigmatic figure, his
relationship to blacks becomes quite clear. He was concerned
about the plight of both slave and free blacks long before his
assault on Harpers Ferry. He sought black friendship as a peer,
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forming intimate acquaintances with such leaders as Frederick
Douglass and Harriet Tubman. Brown had met or corresponded
with almost every significant black leader in the United States.
Blacks recognized Brown as a man devoid of color prejudice and
consumed by a desire to destroy slavery. Unlike many white
abolitionists Brown did not share the virtually universal belief
in black inferiority. He felt no strain in the presence of blacks
on a peer basis. Brown’s behavior and attitude toward blacks
met the acid test in private conduct as well as in public advocacy.
The value of Allies For Freedom is not limited to Brown and
his relationship with or effect on blacks. It is an engrossing, excellently written, impressively researched study of black American social and intellectual history.
Florida State University

JOE M. RICHARDSON

The Papers of Jefferson Davis, Volume 2, June 1841-July 1846.
Edited by James T. McIntosh. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana
State University Press, 1974. xxxix, 806 pp. Introduction,
acknowledgements, chronology, notes, list of sources, index.
$20.00.)
Of Shakespeare’s seven ages of man, this second volume of
The Papers of Jefferson Davis presents Davis in his early middle
age. Then he was more human, less austere, and less tightly controlled than when he became President of the Confederate States
of America. He was emerging from the secluded life of a Mississippi planter to enter state and national politics. This volume
contains very little information about his life as a planter, except
that the tax rolls list him in 1845 as owning twenty-two cattle,
sixty-one slaves between five and sixty years of age, and thirteen
under five years of age. In 1842 he was pressed by the Democratic party of his county to become a candidate for the state
legislature, and he was defeated by the Whig candidate. The
intriguing question arises— why did Davis become a politician?
Perhaps his rivals may have had an answer. According to John
A. Quitman he was fiercely ambitious and selfish. Later in his
career Albert G. Brown thought he had developed into an
aristocrat, little concerned with the welfare of the common
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people. One of the notable virtues of this volume is that it presents the obverse side of Davis’s nature as well as the more
favorable side, such as the warmth and tenderness of his feeling
for family. An unusual contribution of this volume is its inclusion of extracts from Mississippi newspapers, both Democratic
and Whig, reporting his numerous speeches as presidential elector in the summer of 1844. The Whig papers described his
speeches as “a school boy declamation,” “deficient in argument,
and clarity, and full of demagogism,” while the Democratic
papers praised his musical voice, his sound reason, his argumentative powers, his elegant, calm, and deliberate manner, although they expressed the wish that he had more passion in his
speeches. His speeches and his life demonstrate that he was obsessed with the southern ideal of honor.
This second volume brings out many fresh and interesting
aspects of Davis’s nature. For example, at a meeting to organize
an Anti-Dueling Society at Vicksburg, both he and his brother
Joseph opposed any outright prohibition of dueling, but advocated that the Anti-Dueling Society should make an effort “to
prevent a resort to deadly weapons and to regulate such a resort.”
His letters to Varina Howell of Natchez, who became his second
wife in 1845, show an unsuspected romantic, even sentimental,
side of his nature. In this volume Davis displays at times an
ironic wit as well as, during his amusing controversy with Andrew Johnson in Congress over his remarks about tailors and
blacksmiths being unqualified for military campaigns, an aristocratic bias. He worked so hard in political campaigning and in
Washington as a young congressman that his eyes became inflamed, and he suffered from severe nervous strain and the reoccurence of malaria. His rigid principles of political action
were, with two exceptions, the orthodox doctrines of the Democratic party of the time— free trade, strict construction of the
Constitution, an independent treasury instead of the revival of a
national bank, the annexation of Texas, and a declaration of
war against Mexico. The two exceptions were his strong condemnation of the nativist movement and his speech opposing
the giving of immediate notice of the termination of the joint
occupation treaty with Great Britain of the Oregon territory. His
position was that the United States should encourage emigration
by providing army protection, and then after it had a strong
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settlement and a military force in Oregon give notice of the
termination of the treaty, but be willing to accept the extension
of the forty-ninth parallel to the Pacific as the northern
boundary.
The editors deserve great praise for a remarkable job of
editing, especially the footnotes which afford a rich mine of the
history of Mississippi during the antebellum period. The voluminous footnotes are indicated by the inclusion of forty-three
pages of notes for one eight-page document. The editors end
this volume with his election as colonel of the First Mississippi
Regiment in the Mexican War, which reveals Davis’s eagerness
to fight for glory and renown despite the strenuous opposition of
his wife.
University of Kentucky

CLEMENT EATON

Louisiana Reconstructed, 1863-1877. By Joe Gray Taylor. (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1974. xii, 552 pp.
Acknowledgments, introduction, notes, illustrations, epilogue,
bibliography, index. $20.00.)
Heretofore no overall treatment of Louisiana Reconstruction
has appeared in print. John R. Ficklen’s study (1910) goes only
to 1868, Ella Lonn’s (1918) starts with that year, Willie M.
Caskey’s (1938) covers the period 1860-1866, and Garnie W.
McGinty’s (1941) limits itself to the years 1876-1880. Many historians have produced books or articles on particular phases of
the subject, but except for the author of an unpublished dissertation, scholars have shied away from undertaking a general account. Perhaps they have been intimidated by the length of the
Reconstruction process and the complexity of Reconstruction
politics in Louisiana— a length and a complexity greater than in
any other state.
Now Joe Gray Taylor has come forth with a comprehensive
history of the subject, and a truly comprehensive volume this is.
It contains thorough chapters not only on political events but
also on economic, social, and cultural developments, with a particularly illuminating discussion of the rise of the sharecropping
system. The author makes extensive use of both the abundant
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monographic literature and the available manuscript collections,
among them the William Pitt Kellogg papers at Louisiana State
University and the Henry Clay Warmoth papers at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. He has had access to
sources far richer than those accessible to Ficklen, Lonn, Caskey,
or McGinty. He also excels those predecessors in other ways.
Each of them labored under the influence of the Dunning school
(though none was a Dunning student). He, by contrast, has a
balanced point of view, without a tinge of racism. And he writes
much better than they, conducting the reader expertly through
the maze of Louisiana politics.
The reader may balk occasionally. This one cannot go along
with the assertion (p. 23) that President Lincoln in his ten-per
cent plan of December 1863 required the seceded states, before
readmission, to recognize the “permanent freedom” of all the
slaves. Most present-day historians seem to share that notion, yet
the fact is that Lincoln only required an oath to abide by existing acts of Congress and proclamations of the President with
reference to slaves (“so long and so far as not repealed, modified
or held void by Congress, or by decision of the Supreme Court”),
and at that time neither legislation nor proclamations provided
for the final and complete abolition of slavery. Nor can this reviewer accept, without qualification, the statement (p. 33) that
“the troops in blue” were “just as prejudiced against black
people as were southern slave owners.” Actually, as anyone will
discover who samples many Union soldier letters, the Yankee
attitudes ranged widely, from extreme to mild or almost nonexistent Negrophobia. To raise such objections, however, is
rather captious in the case of a work so fine. It is not only the
best account of Reconstruction in Louisiana; it is the best of all
the state studies of Reconstruction.
University of North Carolina
at Greensboro
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Richard Irvine Manning and the Progressive Movement in South
Carolina. By Robert Milton Burts. (Columbia: University of
South Carolina Press, 1974. viii, 259 pp. Introduction, illustrations, conclusion, notes, bibliography, index. $9.95.)
Born in 1859 to a distinguished planter family, Richard
Irvine Manning entered South Carolina politics as a Conservative opposed to Ben Tillman’s farmer movement. In 1892 he
was elected to the South Carolina house; he won a term in the
state senate in 1898, and returned unopposed in 1902. Professor
Burts argues that while in the General Assembly, Manning displayed an “incipient progressivism” consisting of efforts to
achieve revision of the tax structure, regulation of trusts, electoral reform, good roads, public health legislation, reform of the
Dispensary (the state liquor monopoly), educational reform, and
workmen’s compensation.
Manning made his first race for governor in 1906, landing in
the second primary ahead of Cole Blease, but losing that contest
to Martin F. Ansel, who offered a clearer and more consistent
stand on the Dispensary. For the next eight years Manning devoted himself to personal interests— farming, banking, and manufacturing. Nevertheless, he retained his interest in public affairs
by lecturing, by helping to secure a new city commission-city
manager form of government for Sumter, and by serving as a
Wilson supporter in South Carolina’s delegation to the 1912
Democratic convention.
In 1914, with Blease running for the United States Senate,
Manning entered the race for governor. He campaigned, as he
would again in 1916, against the lawlessness and sale of pardons
and probations with which he charged the Blease administration.
Finishing second in the first primary, Manning united the antiBlease vote in the second to defeat John G. Richards. He would
repeat this trick against Blease himself in 1916.
Burts explains Manning’s 1914 gubernatorial victory as the
result of bitterness created by the Blease administration. Ben
Tillman’s agrarian revolt of the 1890s against the Conservatives
had been followed by the efforts of Blease to unite former Tillmanites and the cotton mill operatives in favor of his repeated
candidacies. With the electorate splintered, Blease’s cotton mill
worker constituency twice made him governor. But the abuses of
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his regime with regard to law enforcement stimulated the Manning candidacy of 1914.
Manning’s electoral support came from prosperous Tillmanites and the remaining Conservatives. Yet Manning did not share
the laissez-faire views of the Bourbons. He concerned himself
with “economic democracy and with social welfare.” Burts sees
four elements in the Manning program: education, based on the
common schools; state responsibility for the economic welfare of
the people; state responsibility for care of the handicapped, the
mentally- or physically-ill, and criminals; and financial responsibility based on a sound tax structure. Among permanent reforms which Manning achieved were adoption of the Australian
ballot, compulsory education, a school for the feebleminded, a
girl’s reformatory, a department of public welfare, a state highway department, and a state tax commission.
Richard Irvine Manning and the Progressive Movement in
South Carolina is a well-written and well-researched book. However, the title is somewhat deceptive. There is little evidence offered here that Manning represented or led a significant progressive movement. Manning seems to have won both of his
gubernatorial victories as the enemy of Bleasism, rather than as
a prophet of progressivism.
This reviewer would find fault with the book in only one respect. The book evidently emerged from Professor Burt’s 1957
doctoral dissertation. The fact that the bibliography contains no
thesis or dissertation accepted after 1954, no article published
after 1955, and no book published after 1956 would suggest that
Professor Burts has failed to update his work since 1957.
University of Florida

STEPHEN KERBER

Four Centuries of Southern Indians. Edited by Charles M. Hudson. (Athens: The University of Georgia Press, 1975. vi, 177
pp. Acknowledgements, introduction, notes, sources cited,
maps, illustrations, contributors, index. $7.50; $3.00 paper.)
This volume is a collection of nine essays by anthropologists
and historians regarding Native American populations in the
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Southeast United States. Four Centuries of Southern Indians derives its title from the time range of the articles’subject matter—
four centuries— which mirrors the period of European and American involvement with aboriginal peoples in the Southeast.
The editor’s introduction to the volume points out the relationships (or lack of them) between historical and anthropological studies of historical period Amerindians. Hudson contends that more ethno-historical investigations of southeastern
Native Americans are needed to give these people their proper
place in history— both white people’s and red people’s history.
The lead article, “Relations between the Eastern Timucuan
Indians and the French and Spanish 1564-1567,” by James W.
Covington makes use of well-known documentary sources, especially the accounts of the Frenchmen Jacques Le Moyne and
René Laudonnière, to summarize the aboriginal-European contact situation. Because the author does not cross-check these
sources with known anthropological data, he makes the same
errors that previous historians and anthropologists working with
the French documents have made. I will elaborate on some of
these problem areas since they have unfortunately found their
way into popular literature, museum exhibits, etc.
Prehistorically and at the time of contact the various
Timucuan tribes (they were not confederacies) were composed
of five to twenty or more separate villages which often did have
a strong central authority who resided at the main village or
“capitol” and whose power was validated by religion and by
other cultural beliefs and practices. This organization broke
down rapidly in the historic period. The “dominance and power
of each village” (p. 12) did not depend “upon its ability to wage
battle and survive during the eternal state of warfare” (p. 12).
Clans and villages were ranked according to culturally defined
values and criteria. Also, warfare was not an eternal state. Raiding parties went out in the late winter-early spring after the
hunting season and before spring planting. Because a large percentage of the population was needed for subsistence activities,
the Saturiba and other Timucuan tribes could never effectively
fight one another or the Europeans. The Spanish quickly learned
that to subdue aboriginal rebellions they had only to burn the
fields and stored foodstuffs, causing the warriors to return home
to help feed the villagers.
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The account of Le Moyne, which is taken almost in its entirety from the narratives of Laudonnière and the other Frenchmen, and the Le Moyne (DeBry) engravings can no longer be
accepted wholesale as ethnographically valid. Certainly the description of the aborigines planting in the fall (p. 13) is in error,
as are the pictures of the hoes with which they plant. Only those
ethnographic traits which can be verified from other sources
should be accepted and utilized for interpretation. Lastly, the
basic division of the Timucuan tribes cited by Covington (pp.
11-12) is no longer valid. The Tocobaga have never been proven
to have been Timucuan speakers. In fact, all evidence points to
the opposite. Also, the Ocale and Potano should be included
with the western Timucua.
“Did a Tuscarora Confederacy Exist?” by Douglas W. Boyce
is an excellent example of how history and anthropology can
complement one another to solve problems in red people’s history. Cultural data concerning aboriginal political and social organization is linked with documentary evidence to demonstrate
that there was no Tuscarora confederacy by 1711, although villages did ally themselves for various self-serving purposes.
The two articles by James H. O’Donnell, III, and Jack D. L.
Holmes treat the southern aborigines during the Revolutionary
War and their relations with the Spanish during the 1790s, respectively. Although well-documented studies, both are traditional in their approach to red people’s history as the history of
white activities vis-a-vis Indians. Readers seeking information on
the Seminoles during this 1775-1800 period will find them mentioned only once in each article.
“Myths and Realities in Indian Westward Removal: The
Choctaw Example” by Arthur H. DeRosier, Jr., seeks to expose
the misinformation regarding Indian Removal as evidenced by
descriptions in American history textboks. Covered in the article
are the topics: land acquisition by negotiation, sedentism in
Indian territory, and the relationships of various soldiers, Indian
agents, and missionaries to the Choctaw.
The articles by John H. Peterson, Jr., Raymond D. Fogelson,
and Albert L. Wahrhaftig are as traditionally anthropological in
their approaches to their respective topics as are the approaches
of Covington, O’Donnell, and Holmes traditionally historical.
However, if we are ever to understand the actions of red people,
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whether past, present, or future, then we must understand the
cultures of red people. This, as Hudson notes (p. 5), is what
anthropology can offer history.
The final article by Charles Crowe is a descriptive history of
red, white, and black racial prejudice in America. Crowe’s paper
will perhaps stimulate other researchers to begin seeking historical-materialist explanations for such racism.
Four Centuries of Southern Indians is a welcome addition to
the literature on the aboriginal cultures of the southeastern
United States. It is even more valuable as one of the first attempts to bring historians and anthropologists together in order
to investigate jointly areas of common interest. Such interdisciplinary research can only prove beneficial to both.
Florida State Museum

JERALD T. MILANICH

The Last Americans: The Indian in American Culture. By William Brandon. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1974. 553 pp. Acknowledgments, poetry, notes, pronunciation
guide, bibliography, index. $10.00.)
Those who maintain that history is a science and not an art
will probably not appreciate fully the magnitude of Brandon’s
contribution in The Last Americans. He maintains that most
historians have, unfortunately, approached Native American studies from the wrong perspective; rather than emphasize the effect
which Indians have had on American history, historians have
usually examined the effects of whites and their progeny on
Indian culture and institutions. This approach may mirror well
the development of white America on this continent, but almost
inevitably it illuminates little of the Indian world which in many
ways helped to shape the America of today. Like an artist bringing life to a dead canvas, Brandon sets about with broad strokes
recapturing the culture and spirit of Native America in a torrent
of words that portray Indians as central figures in the drama that
is America.
Originally Brandon’s narrative was, in much the same form,
the text of the popular American Heritage Book of Indians.
Stripped of the extravagant accouterments that are the trade-
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mark of the American Heritage, especially color photographs,
the narrative stands forth as a brilliant synthesis of a people who
have influenced mightily their conquerors. Rather than offering
a damning indictment of whites, Brandon prefers to dramatize
the thesis that American history is incomplete without the Indian side of the story. Names, dates, and even sequence are unimportant in this volume; what is important is the effort to cast
aside the “uncivilized savage” myth and recapture the cultural
essence of a people who still remain a mystery to most of those
who have walked among them for centuries.
Using for his sources a good selection of published volumes
and articles rather than primary material, the author offers a
view of Indian development from earliest times to approximately
the close of the nineteenth century. After describing in early
chapters pre-white Indian evolution, Brandon moves from section to section in North America introducing tribes and individuals, as well as the problems caused in each by whites. Interspersed are chapters on important topics such as removal and
reservations. But, in the main, Brandon steers clear of a topical
or sequential organizational pattern, preferring to identify sectional and individual cultural differences which provoked an almost predictable response from Europeans who came among
tribesmen and understood them not.
As is true in any general portrayal of so broad a subject, the
author can be accused of periodic overstatement. Also, at times
he dwells at needless length on certain themes, events, or people,
while shunning others of equal or greater importance. But in
this case overstatement or neglect does not really mar the narrative. The author has endeavored, from the first page onward, to
tell a neglected story— the Indian side of things— and to show
what those from alien cultures so little realize, that the “Indian
world was and is essentially a world of the spirit” (p. 460). The
result is a significant volume that should be read, pondered, and
reread by thoughtful people who value understanding.
The University of Mississippi
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Proceedings of the Gulf Coast History and Humanities Conference, Volume V, Indians of the Lower South: Past and
Present. Edited by John K. Mahon. (Pensacola: Gulf Coast
History and Humanities Conference, 1975. ix, 158 pp. Introduction, notes. $5.00 paper.)
The aim of this conference, held in Pensacola in February
1974, was to assemble a collection of scholars, educators, and laymen who share an interest in the native people of the lower
South. Those who organized the conference are to be commended
for having included a substantial number of participants who
have some degree of Indian ancestry. All too often the native
Americans have been the mute objects of conferences— talked
about but not listened to. And John K. Mahon is to be commended for editing this volume and getting it into print so
promptly.
One expects the quality of invited papers to be uneven, and
this volume is no exception. I shall limit my remarks to the
papers which substantially contribute to our knowledge and
understanding of the southeastern Indians and to those which are
useful in other respects. Scholars who are actively doing research on the southeastern Indians will be interested in Samuel
Proctor’s brief description of the oral history project of the University of Florida and of the holdings at their Center for the
Study of Southeastern Indians. This unique collection of taped
and transcribed interviews is a most valuable resource for scholars
who are interested in the sociology and recent history of the
southeastern Indians. Also useful is James A. Servies’s succinct
survey of the more accessible published first-hand accounts of the
southeastern Indians from Alvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca in 1528
to observers in the 1830s.
In the space of a few pages Robert Ferguson identifies what is
perhaps the most crucial problem in the social history of the
southeastern Indians: namely, the almost unimaginable disruption of the native peoples as a consequence of epidemic diseases
and European conquest and dispossession. It will take the very
best in imaginative historical scholarship to forge links between
the brilliant late Mississippian cultures of the Southeast, with
their monumental earthworks and distinctive iconography, and
the crushed and dispirited people who were forcibly driven from
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their ancestral home in the opening decades of the nineteenth
century. Indian removal, as Mary Young argues in her excellent
paper on the Cherokee case, was no tragedy— it was an atrocity.
Several papers in this volume touch upon another major
problem in the social history of the southeastern Indians. Quite
simply it is the problem of the social meaning of being a contemporary southeastern Indian. What is the connection between
being a southeastern Indian in the 1500s and being a southeastern Indian in the 1970s? What does it mean to be an Indian in
a society which strenuously sought to purge itself of Indians in
the 1830s? Some insight into this problem can be gained from
John K. Mahon’s report on a panel discussion of the white man’s
image of the Indians, by panelists who are themselves Indian.
Additional insight can be gained from Adolph Dial’s paper on
the Lumbees and J. Anthony Paredes’s paper on the Eastern
Creek Indians.
Some of the papers are intended for educators rather than
for scholars. The suggestions for improving classroom instruction
on southeastern Indians in the paper by Jack Gregory and
Rennard Strickland and the paper by John Peterson will be
helpful to teachers in correcting some of the biases and deficiencies of the past.
University of Georgia

CHARLES HUDSON

Mark Twain & the South. By Arthur G. Pettit. (Lexington: The
University Press of Kentucky, 1974. x, 224 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, appendix, notes, primary sources, index.
$9.75.)
For the historian and literary man alike Mark Twain has always been a puzzle of contradictions and inconsistencies. He was
born and reared in Florida, Missouri, ironically enough; Hannibal was where he spent his early years. Samuel L. Clemens was
a “border Southerner” whose life and opinions typified all the
ambivalencies, indecisions, and ambiguities that this term implies.
His loyalties were divided between South and North, his literary
genius of an indeterminate sort— was he a tragic or a comic
writer?— and his inclinations made him by turns a Negro-lover, a
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nigger-hater, a staunch Confederate, and an unregenerate Yankee,
to mention merely a smattering of the myriad contradictions
which wracked his soul and seared his mind during all of his
adult life.
Mark Twain & the South is a masterful summary of the nature and effects of these contradictions, which Professor Pettit
traces through Mark Twain’s literary works— both good and bad
— as well as his journals and correspondence. Pettit makes remarkable use of his extensive sources, weaving his way skillfully
through both published and unpublished materials, so that the
reader obtains an intimate insight into the many conflicts and
complications that distorted Mark Twain’s vision both of himself and his world.
Dominating this vision were his attitudes toward the South
and toward the Negro race. In Huckleberry Finn, which Pettit
terms his masterpiece, Mark Twain’s greatest concentration of
effort was levelled at “the five Southern Institutions” that he
considered most characteristic: slavery, violence, bigotry, ignorance, and the jejune romanticism of Sir Walter Scott. And
though slavery disappeared, the other four stayed “alive and
flourishing,” at least as long as he lived— and in many people’s
opinions still survive, tragically enough.
The novels which are associated with Huck Finn were overshadowed by Mark Twain’s gradual disillusionment with the
South and society in general— of which he considered the South
a microcosm. Tom Sawyer, Pudd’nhead Wilson, and the littleknown Simon Wheeler, Detective, all contain germs of this disenchantment, as indeed does Huck Finn. Blacks and whites alike
are plagued by the violence of their southern heritage and the
curse of their southern blood. Mark Twain’s attitude toward
both races, as well as that toward the South itself, was in constant flux. Huck Finn was an idyll of the Mississippi River— to
which he later returned, to be forever disgusted with its filth and
pollution. In his early years he joined the Confederate army for
two inchoate weeks— which became for him in turn a period of
heroic action and fun-loving boys’play. Nigger Jim, a “complex
and original creation” in Huck Finn, with a certain nobility, becomes a gibbering Black Sambo in the books he subsequently appears in. And in his final long piece of fiction about the South,
an unfinished story called “Which Was It?” Mark Twain comes
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full circle and writes about the overthrow of white power by
black power, with a “superhuman mulatto” hero, Jasper, who
bears a remarkable resemblance to Malcolm X.
There are other resemblances to twentieth-century actualities
in Pettit’s final estimate of Mark Twain. For what identifies him
as a true Southerner— like Faulkner’s Quentin Compson— is his
utter and final surrender to despair. His attitude toward the past
“as pathos and calamity . . . his fascination with time and place,
his excruciating sense of racial conflict, and his inability to do
anything about it— all this prefigures what we now call Southern
writing. . . . To take seriously Mark Twain’s last writings about
the South is to realize that . . . there would be . . . no catharisis
of the white conscience, no final purging of white guilt, and no
notion that black and white might ever live in equality and
brotherhood. With this message Mark Twain ended his career as
commentator on the South and the black race.” One wonders
whether he would have changed his mind if he had died in 1970
instead of 1910.
University of South Florida

EDGAR W. HIRSHBERG

The Political South in the Twentieth Century. By Monroe Lee
Billington. (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1975. xiii,
205 pp. Preface, introduction, illustrations, tables, bibliographical essay, index. $8.95; $3.95 paper.)
Described in the preface as “a brief, general, up-to-date,
interpretive account of southern politics in the twentieth century,” Professor Billington’s latest work is all of these things. It
is also competent, rather stodgy, and at times infuriating (multitudes of quotations without citation and the whole text (book?)
lacking a single footnote). Such a review, obviously gleaned from
secondary accounts— the author leans a little too heavily on
George Tindall— should have been more entertaining, though a
certain Balkanization is inevitable when one deals with all of the
various southern states. The reader will look in vain for reference
to Al Smith’s southern campaign, the southern literacy renaissance, segregation in New Deal agencies such as the Tennessee
Valley Authority, James Meredith and the Ole Miss crisis, the
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courageous blacks of Mississippi in the 1950s, the causes of the
depression, and the exciting story of agricultural revolution in
the 1930s. The inadequate index makes no mention of Will
Alexander, the AAA of 1938, Ross Barnett, William Faulkner,
John Doar, Burke Marshall, Aaron Henry, Cordell Hull, the Soil
Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, the KKK in the last
quarter of a century, and dozens of other items that should be
there.
The seven sections of the book are episodic in nature, beginning with Progressive politics, World War I, and the great depression; in these the gradual emergence of the South from the
poverty of economics and ideas is as significant as race. In the
final 100 pages civil rights and the black revolution lead the way
to a new southern Republicanism and the demise of the oneparty system. In his evaluation of various elections, Billington
plays the usual numbers games (southern strategists seem always
on the verge of throwing presidental elections into the House of
Representatives), and he sees Harry Truman as primarily a man
of expediency. He has undertaken a largely thankless task of
summarizing three quarters of a century of southern politics, and
for this students of the subject should be grateful.
University of South Florida

JAMES W. SILVER

BOOK NOTES
The fifteenth edition of The Florida Handbook, 1975-1976,
compiled by Allen Morris, has been published by the Peninsula
Publishing Company, Tallahassee. The Florida Handbook series
was begun in 1947, and it is accepted today as the most complete and accurate Florida handbook available. It is particularly
useful for anyone having questions about Florida government,
but there is also information on education, history (including a
chronology of important historical events), weather, literature,
fishing, agriculture, population, and many other subjects. The
state constitution, with all its amendments, is included. Allen
Morris, who since 1966 has been Clerk of the Florida House of
Representatives, is the author of many books dealing with Flor-
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ida. He is the founder of the State Photographic Archives, and
has received numerous awards and honors as a result of his activities. The price of The Florida Handbook is $8.95.
Alachua County: A Sesquicentennial Tribute was edited by
John B. Opdyke, and he also wrote the first chapter entitled
“Beginnings.” Other chapters deal with the county before Florida became part of the United States, the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and developments during the past three decades.
Norman LaCoe, Helen Cubberly Ellerbe, Sara Drylie, Arthur P.
Spencer, and Merlin G. Cox have also contributed to this monograph. Of special importance are the many illustrations showing
early views of Gainesville, the University of Florida, and surrounding communities. Published by the Alachua County Historical Commission, the book sells for $3.65. Order from Collector’s Shop, Florida State Museum, Museum Road, University
of Florida, Gainesville 32611.
John Muir’s Longest Walk retraces with photographs the
1,000-mile journey made by the renowned naturalist from Louisville, Kentucky, to Cedar Key, Florida, in 1867. Muir, only
twenty-nine at the time, kept a journal which was later published
in book form— A Thousand-Mile Walk to the Gulf. John Earl,
the well-known Georgia photographer, retraces Muir’s route
down through Kentucky and Tennessee to Savannah, Georgia,
and then by boat through the Sea Islands to Fernandina. Muir
followed the route of the Florida Railroad to Cedar Key, arriving there October 23, 1867. Along the way Muir saw and recorded his impressions of nature, plants, trees and wild flowers,
places, and people. In a series of seventy full-color photographs,
John Earl has recaptured the great beauty of the South as viewed
by Muir over a century ago. The pictures taken in Florida include views of Fernandina, Orange Lake, the San Felasco Hammock near Gainesville, a cabbage palmetto hammock near
Archer, and Sea Horse and Cedar Keys. Excerpts from Muir’s
published journal are used to describe the photographs. The
book was published by Doubleday & Company, Garden City,
New York; it sells for $30.00.
Tempestuous Triangle: Historical Notes on Washington
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County, Florida is by Elba Wilson Carswell, one of West Florida’s
most prolific and best-known writers of local history. The nation’s
Bicentennial celebration, the growing awareness of Florida’s rich
historic past, and the insistence upon knowing more about this
heritage, is responsible for a series of Florida county histories
which are now being published. Tempestuous Triangle was
written for the Washington County School Board. The county
had its beginnings in the sixteenth century when explorers and
colonizers like Cabeza de Vaca moved into the area. During the
eighteenth century there was Spanish and British activity in
what is now Washington County. John Lee Williams, writing in
1827, was the first modern writer to comment on Washington
County which had been created by the territorial council two
years earlier. Mr. Carswell traces the history of the county
through the territorial period into statehood, and he describes
the steamboat era, Civil War blockade-running and salt-making,
and the construction of the first railroads. Lumbering, naval
stores, and farming were always important to the county’s economy, and their development is recorded in this volume. There is
also much folklore, many pictures, and an index and bibliography which makes this volume very useful. Mr. Carswell secured
some of his data by interviewing old-timers of the area. Tempestuous Triangle may be ordered from the Washington County
School Board, Chipley, and the price is $15.00.
Another volume recently added to the growing shelf of
Florida county histories is a History of Martin County, compiled
by Janet Hutchinson and edited by Emeline K. Paige. The
earliest inhabitants of present-day Martin County were the
Indians, described briefly by Bartholome Barrientos in the sixteenth century. In the fall of 1696, Jonathan Dickinson, his wife,
infant son, and their party were wrecked on Jupiter Island.
Dickinson’s book, published after he reached Philadelphia, describes their experiences as the survivors moved by foot up the
coast to St. Augustine. The Florida east coast was strategically
important because it paralleled the Bahama Channel, the sea
route for Spanish treasure ships. The coast was treacherous, particularly during the hurricane season. In June of 1715, a Plate
Fleet was sailing from Havana with a large amount of treasure.
A vicious hurricane wrecked fourteen of the fifteen vessels along
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the shore in the St. Lucie Inlet-Cape Canaveral area. Much of
the cargo was salvaged by the Spanish after the storm, but in
recent years salvage leases have been granted both to amateur
and professional treasure hunters, including the Martin County
Historical Society. Although there were earlier settlers in what
is now Martin County, it was not until 1803 that the records list
James A. Hutchinson as a land owner. The History of Martin
County describes the area’s involvement in the Second Seminole
War and notes that settlers moved in to acquire land offered
under the Armed Occupation Act of 1842. In the period after
the Civil War, ships frequently were wrecked, and sailors and
other survivors needed help and care. To meet this need, the
United States Life-Saving Service authorized construction of
Houses of Refuge on the Florida east coast. The only one surving is Gilbert’s Bar House of Refuge, now operated as a museum
by the Martin County Historical Society. This volume includes
biographical sketches of early settlers, and chapters on blacks,
churches, industries, health conditions, tourism, and farming
history. The history of the county’s cities and towns is also included. There are many pictures and a useful index. The Martin
County Historical Society authorized this publication by its affiliate, Gillbert’s Bar Press, Hutchinson Island. The book is available from the Society, 888 N. E. MacArthur Boulevard, Hutchinson Island, Stuart, Florida 33494. It sells for $14.50.
Holy Cross Church: The First Hundred Years traces the history of “the mother church of Central Florida” from its establishment at Sanford in 1873 to the present. Since most of the church
records were destroyed by fire, newspapers and extant historical
records were utilized to compile this pamphlet. Pictures of the
church leadership are included.
The Reception Center is the story of the Army Reserve Unit
stationed in Gainesville, and it covers the twenty-five year period
from 1950 to 1975. It was written by Jack M. Holland of The
Chiefland Citizen, Chiefland, Florida 32626. It sells for $2.00.
Biographical Register of the Confederate Congress was compiled by Ezra J. Warner and W. Bucks Yearns. Each sketch includes place and date of birth, family background, education,
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means of livelihood, politics, and the public service records of a
member of the Confederate Congress. Many members were almost lost to history, and the reconstruction of their careers constitutes one of the great values of this volume. Florida’s two
Confederate senators, James M. Baker and Augustus E. Maxwell,
and her three representatives, James B. Dawkins (who resigned
December 8, 1862), James M. Martin (elected to fill the vacancy
caused by this resignation), and Robert B. Hilton, are included.
This is a valuable reference work. In addition to biographical
data, the appendices list the sessions of the Confederate Congress,
its standing committees, and membership of the Congress by
state. Published by the Louisiana State University Press, Baton
Rouge, the book sells for $15.00.
First on the Land: The North Carolina Indians, by Ruth Y.
Wetmore, traces the history of the several tribes who have lived
in North Carolina from about 1600 to the present. Population
statistics are based upon the findings of John R. Swanton. Three
linguistic groups settled in the four geographic areas of North
Carolina: Algonquians on the coast; Iroquoians, including the
Tuscarora on the coastal plain; and Siouan in the Piedmont.
The Cherokee, another Iroquoian group, settled in the western
North Carolina mountains. Data on the daily life of the Indians,
myths and legends, and festivals and celebrations are included.
Among the contemporary North Carolina Indians described are
the Cherokee, Lumbee, Tuscarora, Haliwa, Coharie, and Waccamaw-Siouan. The University of Florida’s Indian Oral History
Program is collecting data on the Cherokee, Lumbee, and Tuscarora. First on the Land, published by John F. Blair, 1406
Plaza Drive, S. W., Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27103, sells
for $8.95.
The Eastern Cherokees is a reproduction of a census made in
1851 of Cherokees living east of the Mississippi River. They had
successfully resisted the forced march under John Ross in 1838
to the Indian lands in the West. The census covers Indians living
in North Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia. It was
compiled by David W. Siler for the Department of Indian Affairs, and the original document is in the National Archives in
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Washington. Published by Polyanthos, Inc., 811 Orleans Street,
New Orleans, Louisiana 70116, it sells for $15.00.
The Foxfire Project, under the direction of Eliot Wigginton
at Rabun Gap-Nacoochee School in Georgia, and its magazine,
Foxfire, have earned a national reputation, although only a
decade old. Foxfire is a learning process enabling high schoolaged youth to acquire vocational skills, to develop relationships
with individuals, and to learn about the history and traditions
of their communities. To generate interest among his apathetic
and bored English and geography students, Wigginton suggested
the idea of developing a magazine. Its contents would come from
oral history interviews with older members of the North Georgia
community about superstitions, old home remedies, weather
signs, and local lore. The concept and the magazine proved very
successful. Some sketches were published in book form in 1972,
and the work became a best seller. Foxfire II followed, and now
Foxfire III has been published by Anchor Press/Doubleday. The
paperback edition sells for $4.95.
Melbourne Sketches: A Souvenir of Melbourne on the Indian
River, Brevard County, Florida is volume six in the Local History Series of The Kellersberger Fund of the South Brevard Historical Society. It is a collection of sketches of Melbourne, drawn
by Louis J. Hole and published in 1895. All of the sketches are
identified with historical background and present status. Order
from: Kellerberger Fund, Campus Box 5847, Florida Institute of
Technology, Melbourne, Florida 32901.
Possum Cookbook, America’s Amazing Marsupials and Dozens
of Ways to Cook Them is by E. W. Carswell. The idea for this
collection of information about “possums” came as a result of
the annual Wausau Funday festivities in West Florida. It was
here that a possum auction was held in 1974. “Superior possums”
live in West Florida, particularly the Choctawhatchee River
basin area. They are considered a great delicacy, and Mr. Carswell has searched out the recipes of gourmet and soul-food cooks.
The sketches are by Frank Roberts. The booklet sells for $2.50,
from the Washington County News, Box 627, Chipley, Florida
32428.
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Kenneth Nebenzahl, the noted antiquarian map authority,
selected the maps and provided the commentary for the Atlas of
the American Revolution, published by Rand McNally. Drawn
by eye-witnesses of the events described, the fifty-four maps are
reproduced in color. Bernard Romans’s map (1776) of the southern British colonies delineates that region, and eleven maps describe (pp. 166-87) the battle activity in the South— Georgia,
South and North Carolina, and Virginia. The list of participants,
a compendium account of the colonies, and an index, make this
a valuable research volume. It is not only an atlas; the pictures
and the detailed commentary by Don Higginbotham of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill add to the usefulness of
this book. It sells for $35.00.
The First Constitution of the State of Louisiana was published for the Historic New Orleans Collection by Louisiana
State University Press. In addition to facsimiles of the English
and French documents, as printed in New Orleans in 1812, the
work contains an interpretive essay by Dean Emeritus Cecil
Morgan of Tulane University. The book sells for $10.95.
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